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INTRODUCTION

I n the standard electronic-structure methods of
quantum chemistry, the electronic wave function

is expressed in terms of Slater determinants, either to
describe the real interacting system or to describe the
fictitious noninteracting reference system of Kohn–
Sham theory. Given that the electronic Hamiltonian
contains only one- and two-body interactions, the
many-body integration over the Hamiltonian reduces
to one- and two-electron integrals over spin-orbital
products. More elaborate treatments of the elec-
tronic structure, in which the wave function depends
explicitly on the separation between the electrons
(explicitly correlated methods), lead to Hamiltonian
integrals containing three and more electrons. How-
ever, by invoking the resolution of the identity (RI),
the resulting many-electron integrals may also in this
case be expressed in terms of one- and two-electron
integrals. In practice, therefore, only one- and two-
electron Hamiltonian integrals are needed for nearly
all electronic-structure calculations.

In this review, we discuss the techniques that
have been developed for the efficient evaluation of all
one- and two-electron integrals needed for electronic-
structure studies, including highly accurate studies of
small systems by explicitly correlated methods and
more qualitative studies of large systems using Kohn–
Sham theory. However, we restrict ourselves to inte-
gration over Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs), used in
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most molecular studies of electronic structure. Specif-
ically, we do not consider the less versatile Slater-
type orbitals (STOs), used in some atomic and di-
atomic studies and in Kohn–Sham theory. Also, we do
not consider plane-wave basis sets, commonly used
in calculations with periodic boundary conditions.
Moreover, we limit our discussion to nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian integrals.

The review is organized as follows. First, in sec-
tion Integrals over Spherical Gaussians, we consider
two-electron repulsion integrals between two (spher-
ical) Gaussian orbitals, outlining the modifications
needed for the evaluation of integrals involving vari-
ous other operators in quantum chemistry. Then, in
section Integrals over Real Solid-Harmonic GTOs,
we give an overview of the various integrals needed
in quantum chemistry. In section Integral Evaluation
Schemes, we review the integral evaluation methods,
followed in section Approximate Integral Schemes by
the approximations, most commonly used in quan-
tum chemistry today. In section Explicitly Correlated
Methods, we give a brief overview of recent explicitly
correlated methods and outline how to evaluate the
integrals appearing here. Then, in section Property In-
tegrals, we look into the evaluation of differentiated
integrals, including geometrical and magnetic varia-
tions. Finally, in section Concluding Remarks we give
a few closing remarks.

INTEGRALS OVER SPHERICAL
GAUSSIANS
An important breakthrough in quantum chemistry
was the proposal of Boys 1 in the early 1950s to
expand the molecular orbitals in GTOs rather than
STOs. Although two to three times more GTOs are
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the Gaussian product rule.

needed than STOs to achieve a given level of accu-
racy in the calculations, many-center integrals over
GTOs can be computed much more efficiently than
those over STOs, owing to the simple analytical prop-
erties of the GTOs. First, unlike STOs, GTOs are
separable in the Cartesian directions. Next, accord-
ing to the Gaussian product rule, the product of two
spherical Gaussians exp (#ar2

A) and exp (#br2
B) cen-

tered on A and B and with exponents a and b, respec-
tively, is itself a spherical Gaussian:

exp
!
# ar2

A

"
exp

!
# br2

B

"
= !ab exp

!
# pr2

P

"
, (1)

with exponent p and centered at a point P on the line
connecting A and B:

p = a + b,

P = aA + bB
p

. (2)

The prefactor !ab = exp (#µR2
AB) in Eq. (1) depends

on the reduced exponent µ = ab/(a + b) and decays
exponentially with the square of the distance RAB be-
tween the original Gaussians. The Gaussian product
rule is illustrated in Figure 1.

The Gaussian product rule and the separability
of Gaussians in the Cartesian directions greatly sim-
plify the integration over such functions. For example,
from the standard integral

# $
#$ exp(#x2)dx =

%
" ,

we obtain directly the integral over all space of a
product of two Gaussians:

$
exp

!
# ar2

A

"
exp

!
# br2

B

"
dr =

%
"

p

&3/2

!ab. (3)

Less trivially, six-dimensional four-center two-
electron integrals over spherical Gaussians with ex-
ponents a and b for the first electron and c and d for
the second electron may be expressed as two-center
integrals over Gaussians with exponents p = a + b

FIGURE 2 | The Boys function Fn(x) for n & 0. Functions of
different n may be distinguished by noting that Fn(0) = 1/(2n + 1).

and q = c + d:

Vpq =
$$

exp
!
# pr2

1P

" 1
r12

exp
!
# qr2

2Q

"
dr1dr2, (4)

which by means of the Laplace-like transformation,

1
r12

= 1
"

$ $

#$
exp

!
# r2

12u2" du, (5)

can be reduced to the following one-dimensional in-
tegral over a finite interval:

Vpq = 2"5/2

pq
%

p + q
F0

!
#R2

P Q

"
, (6)

where we have introduced the reduced exponent # =
pq/(p + q), the separation between the two centers
RPQ, and the nth-order Boys function n1

Fn(x) =
$ 1

0
exp(#xt2)t2n dt. (7)

For a detailed derivation of Eq. (6) see, for example,
Ref 2. The Boys function Fn(x) with n > 0 is needed
for integrals over the nonspherical solid-harmonic
Gaussians, as discussed in section Integral Evaluation
Schemes.

The Boys function Fn(x) is illustrated in
Figure 2. It is a strictly positive, decreasing, and con-
vex function, as follows from the observation that its
integrand is positive and from the relation

F '
n(x) = #Fn+1(x). (8)

The Boys function is a special case of the Kum-
mer confluent hypergeometric function M(a, b, x) =
1F1(a, b, x), available in many software packages and
libraries:

Fn(x) = M(n + 1/2, n + 3/2,#x)
2n + 1

,

M(a, b, x) =
$'

k=0

(a)k

k!(b)k
xk, (9)
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where (a)k = a(a + 1)(a + 2). . . (a + k # 1). Given
that the zero-order Boys function is related to the
error function

F0(x) =
(

"

4x
erf(

%
x), (10)

the two-electron integral Vpq in Eq. (6) can be written
in the instructive form

Vpq =
%

"

p

&3/2 %
"

q

&3/2 erf(
%

#RP Q)
RP Q

, (11)

which represents the Coulomb interaction between
two point charges (" /p)3/2 and (" /q)3/2 at separa-
tion RPQ and damped by the error function 0 (
erf(

%
#RP Q) < 1. For large separations or large re-

duced exponents, the error function tends to unity
and the interaction between the Gaussians approaches
that of two point charges.

In some cases, we are interested in Gaussians
multiplied by plane-wave function:

$k,a(rA) = exp(ik · r) exp
!
# ar2

A

"
,

where k is the wave vector. Such plane-wave Gaus-
sians (PWGs) have several uses. They may serve
as mixed basis functions for calculations with peri-
odic boundary conditions and for scattering studies;
more importantly, they are used for gauge-origin-
independent calculations on molecules in external
magnetic fields. For PWGs, the Gaussian product rule
still holds

$k,a(rA)!$l,b(rB) = !ab $#k+l,p(rP ). (12)

Integration over all space yields
$

$k,a(rA)!$l,b(rB) dr = exp
)

# (k # l) · (k # l)
4p

+ i(k # l) · P
* %

"

p

&3/2

!ab,

which differs from the GTO integral in Eq. (3) in the
presence of a prefactor that depends on the wave vec-
tors k and l. As for standard Gaussians, Coulomb
integrals reduce to the Boys function3

$$ exp(#ik · r1) exp
!
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1P

"
exp(il · r2) exp
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#qr2

2Q
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r12

) dr1dr2 = exp
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) 2"5/2
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P Q

"
,

which differs from the standard expression of Eq. (6)
in that the prefactor is different and in that R'

PQ is the

distance between the complex vectors P' = P # ik/2p
and Q' = Q # il/2q.

INTEGRALS OVER REAL
SOLID-HARMONIC GTOs
The complex-valued solid-harmonic Gaussians
Glm(r, a, A) are products of a spherical Gaussian
exp (#ar2

A) with a solid-harmonic function Ylm(rA):

Glm(r, a, A) = Ylm(rA) exp
!
# ar2

A

"
. (13)

The solid-harmonic functions Ylm(r) are related to the
spherical-harmonic functionsYlm(% , &) (which are
the simultaneous eigenfunctions of the operators for
the total squared angular momentum L̂2 and the pro-
jected angular momentum L̂z) as

Ylm(r) = rlYlm(r), (14)

where l and m are the quantum numbers for the
total and projected angular momenta, respectively.
In molecules without spherical or axial symmetries,
nothing is gained by expanding the wave function
in eigenfunctions of the angular-momentum opera-
tors. Instead, real-valued solid-harmonic polynomi-
als Slm(r) are employed. Thus, the real-valued solid-
harmonic Gaussians Glm(r, a, A) are products of a
solid-harmonic polynomial and a Gaussian function:

Glm(r, a, A) = Slm(rA) exp
!
# ar2

A

"
. (15)

In practice, the GTOs used in quantum chemistry
are fixed linear combinations of primitive real solid-
harmonic Gaussian functions,

'a(r) =
'

k

ckGlm(r, ak, A), (16)

with contraction coefficients ck and exponents ak.
Such combinations of primitive GTOs are known as
contracted GTOs. In this review, we refer to these
contracted GTOs as atomic orbitals (AOs).

Cartesian and Hermite GTOs
When evaluating integrals over real solid-harmonic
GTOs, it is convenient to expand the primitive real
solid-harmonic GTOs in primitive Cartesian Gaus-
sians Gi(r, a, A) or in Hermite Gaussians Hi(r, a, A)
according to

Glm(r, a, A) =
'

|i|=l

Si
lmGi(r, a, A)

=
'

|i|=l

Si
lmHi(r, a, A), (17)
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where we have introduced the multi-index i =
(ix, iy, iz)T with |i| = ix + iy + iz. The motivation for
making either of these expansions is that the Carte-
sian and Hermite GTOs (unlike the solid-harmonic
GTOs) are separable in the Cartesian directions and
may be written in the product form

Gi(r, a, A) = Gix(a, xA)Giy(a, yA)Giz(a, zA),

Hi(r, a, A) = Hix(a, xA)Hiy(a, yA)Hiz(a, zA), (18)

given by

Gi(r, a, A) = ri
A exp

!
# ar2

A

"
,

Hi(r, a, A) =
! i

A exp
!
# ar2

A

"

(2a)|i|
(19)

in the standard multi-index notation ri
A = xix

A yiy
Axiz

A

and ! i
A = ( |i|/( Aix

x ( Aiy
y ( Aiz

z . The equivalence of the
Cartesian and Hermite expansions in Eq. (17) fol-
lows by noting that the leading polynomial terms of
Gi(r, a, A) and Hi(r, a, A) are identical and that only
these terms contribute to the Si

lm transformation.4 The
properties of the Cartesian and Hermite Gaussians are
summarized by the relations (omitting arguments for
brevity):

r"
AGi = Gi+", r"

AHi = Hi+" + i"

2a
Hi#",

!"
A Hi

2a
= Hi+",

!)
AGi

2a
= Gi+" # i"

2a
Gi#", (20)

where " is a multi-index of unit length, (1, 0, 0)T,
(0, 1, 0)T, or (0, 0, 1)T, corresponding to the x, y,
or z components, respectively. Traditionally, Carte-
sian Gaussians have been used in quantum-chemistry
software. However, the use of Hermite Gaussians
simplifies the calculation of derivatives of inte-
grals with respect to nuclear displacements and is
preferable whenever molecular forces and force con-
stants are to be evaluated. Furthermore, the use of
Hermite Gaussians simplify the calculation of two-
and three-center Coulomb integrals such as those
needed for density fitting (see example in section The
McMurchie–Davidson Scheme). Finally, the use of
Hermite Gaussians reduces all integration to differen-
tiation of integrals over spherical Gaussians, thereby
simplifying the development of integration techniques
for integrals over new operators. It is here worth
mentioning the efficient approach of Ahlrichs5 for
the evaluation of two- and three-center integrals and
the work of Köster6 for which Hermite, rather than
solid-harmonic Gaussians, are used for the auxiliary
density-fitting basis.

One-Electron Integrals
Many different types of one-electron integrals appear
in quantum chemistry, some of the most common be-
ing (integration over all space R3 being understood)

Sab = *ab+ =
$

'a(r)'b(r) dr,

Tab = #1
2

*a|,2|b+ = #1
2

$
'a(r),2'b(r) dr,

Me,C
ab =

+
a|re

C|b
,
,=

$
'a(r)'b(r)re

C dr,

+
a|r#1

1C |b
,
=

$
'a(r)'b(r)

rC
dr, (21)

where Sab is an overlap integral, Tab is a kinetic-
energy integral, Me,C

ab is a multipole-moment integral
about C, and *a|r#1

1C |b+ is a nuclear–electron attrac-
tion integral between the orbital product 'a(r)'b(r)
and a point-charge nucleus of unit charge at C. These
integrals are first calculated in terms of primitive
Cartesian or Hermite Gaussians, followed by the
transformation to the contracted basis in a contrac-
tion step and the transformation to the real solid-
harmonic basis in a final spherical-transformation
step. For example, the contracted solid-harmonic
overlap integrals Sab are given by

Sab =
'

ij

Si
lama

Sj
lbmb

'

kl

ckcl Skl
ij , (22)

where the primitive overlap integrals Skl
ij may be eval-

uated in the Cartesian or Hermite basis:

Skl
ij =

-#
Gi(r, ak, A)Gj(r, bl , B) dr (Cartesian basis),

#
Hi(r, ak, A)Hj(r, bl , B) dr (Hermite basis).

(23)

We emphasize that, even though the intermediate in-
tegrals in Eq. (23) are different in the two cases, the
final solid-harmonic integrals in Eq. (22) are identical.

Before proceeding with the two-electron inte-
grals, we note some features that are important for
an efficient integral evaluation in general. First, we
are free to choose the order of the contraction and the
spherical-transformation steps, the two steps being in-
dependent of each other. For efficiency, we choose the
order that gives the greatest reduction in intermedi-
ates. Second, integrals are calculated simultaneously
over AO shells rather than over individual AOs, an
AO shell consisting of all AOs at the same center
and with the same exponent and angular-momentum
quantum number l. This approach is taken since inte-
grals of AOs in the same shell share many intermedi-
ate integrals; it can be generalized to family basis sets,
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whose shells consist of AOs of the same center and
same exponents but different quantum numbers.7

Two-Electron Integrals
In quantum chemistry, a variety of two-electron inte-
grals of the general form (integration over R6 being
understood)

( f |w|g) =
$$

f (r1)w(r1, r2)g(r2) dr1dr2 (24)

are of interest, with different operators w(r1, r2) and
different functions f and g, which may be either
single AOs or products of AOs. Among these in-
tegrals, the four-center electron-repulsion integrals
(ERIs) (ab|cd) - (ab|r#1

12 |cd) between the AO prod-
ucts 'a(r1)'b(r1) and 'c(r2)'d(r2) are the most impor-
tant. In the density-fitting approximation, two- and
three-center ERIs are also needed, for example, three-
center ERIs (ab|#) between AO products 'a(r1)'b(r1)
and single AOs '#(r2).

Integrals where the Coulomb operator is re-
placed by the corresponding attenuated operator
erf(µr12)/r12 are also encountered, in particular, in
the range-separated Kohn–Sham methods such the
CAM-B3LYP method of Yanai et al.8 and in certain
density-fitting approaches.9, 10 Similarly, the Yukawa
potential exp (#µr2

12)/r12 and Gaussian-damped op-
erator exp (#µr2

12)/r12 is sometimes used.10#12 More-
over, in the explicitly correlated methods discussed in
section Explicitly Correlated Methods, a variety of
operators w(r1, r2) occur.

INTEGRAL EVALUATION SCHEMES
Integral evaluation central to any quantum-chemistry
calculation and its efficiency is of paramount impor-
tance. In this section, we outline the strategies for
integral evaluation, with emphasis on the popular
McMurchie–Davidson, Obara–Saika, and Dupuis–
King–Rys schemes. Although these schemes follow
different strategies for integral evaluation, the real
solid-harmonic GTOs are in all cases expanded in
Cartesian (or Hermite) GTOs. Moreover, in all cases,
some auxiliary integrals in a reduced dimension are
first calculated, from which the full integrals in a
Cartesian or partially Cartesian basis are assembled
before contraction and transformation to the solid-
harmonic basis. The order of the steps and the choice
of auxiliary integrals give different flavors to the dif-
ferent schemes.

The efficiency of the integral evaluation depends
not only on the choice of integration scheme, but also
on how this scheme is translated into computer code.

An important measure of efficiency is the flop count
(the number of floating-point operations needed) for
the computation of integrals of various types. This
is a useful way to compare methods and a low flop
count is always desirable. However, an equally im-
portant parameter is the efficiency of the computer
implementation—its efficient use and reuse of inter-
mediate quantities, memory management, and so on.
Moreover, over time, the usefulness of any code also
depends on its flexibility, that is, on the ease with
which it may be modified and adapted to new inte-
gral types, to new computational requirements, and
to new computer hardware and platforms. Therefore,
a compromise between efficiency and flexibility is typ-
ically sought rather than selecting the ‘best’ integral
evaluation scheme.

Before considering the various integral eval-
uation schemes, we review our notation. The
Mulliken-like notation (a|b) and [a|b] is used
for Coulomb-repulsion integrals over contracted
and primitive solid-harmonic GTOs, respectively,
whereas (i| j) and [i| j] denote integrals over con-
tracted and primitive Cartesian (or Hermite) GTOs.
A combined notation such as [i|b) is used to denote
mixed integrals as needed.

The McMurchie–Davidson Scheme
In the McMurchie–Davidson scheme,13 the product
*ab(r) of two primitive solid-harmonic Gaussians
Glama (r, a, A) and Glbmb(r, b, B) is expanded in Her-
mite GTOs according to

*ab(r) = Glama (r, a, A)Glbmb(r, b, B)

=
la+lb'

|t|=0

Eab
t +t(r, p, P), (25)

where p and P are defined in Eq. (2), la and lb are
the angular-momentum quantum numbers of the two
solid-harmonic GTOs, and the Hermite GTOs are
defined as

+t(r, p, P) = (2p)|t|Ht(r, p, P). (26)

The Hermite expansion coefficients Eab
t are obtained

from E00
0 = !ab in the Cartesian13 or Hermite4 basis

for the three Cartesian components by recursion

Ei+",j
t = 1

2p
Eij

t#1+R"
P AEij

t +(t + ")Eij
t+"#

.
i"

2a
Ei#",j

t

/

H

,

Ei,j+)
t = 1

2p
Eij

t#1+R"
P B Eij

t +(t + ")Eij
t+"#

.
j"

2b
Ei,j#"

t

/

H

,

(27)
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Set p, P, Eab
t for all shell pairs O(p2l3)

Loop over ab shell pairs
Loop over cd shell pairs

Set !, RPQ for all primitive products between the two shell pairs O(p4)
Build Fn(!,RPQ) O(p4l)
Build Rt+u(!,RPQ) O(p4l4)

Contract [t|cd] =
u

(!1)|u|Ecd
u Rt+u(!,RPQ) O(p4l8)

Contract from primitive to contracted basis to form [t|cd) O(p4l5c)

Contract [ab|cd) =
t
Eab

t [t|cd) O(p2l7c2)

Contract from primitive to contracted basis to form (ab|cd) O(p2l4c3)
End loop cd

End loop ab

FIGURE 3 | The McMurchie–Davidson algorithm for four-center two-electron integrals. The computational costs of the steps are given to the
right, p and c being the numbers of primitive and contracted functions of a given AO shell and l, the angular-momentum quantum number
(assuming that these are the same for all orbitals).

and then transformed to the real solid-harmonic basis
according to

Eab
t =

'

ij

Si
lama

Sj
lbmb

Eij
t . (28)

The bracketed terms of Eq. (27) are included for Her-
mite GTOs but omitted for Cartesian GTOs. To jus-
tify Eq. (25), we note from Eq. (15) that the product of
the two solid-harmonic GTOs in Eq. (25) is simply the
product of two solid-harmonic polynomials Slama (rA)
and Slbmb(rB) multiplied by the product Gaussian
exp (#ar2

A)exp (#br2
B). From the relations rA = rP #

RP A and rB = rP # RP B with RP A = P # A and
RP B = P # B, it follows that Slama (rA)Slbmb(rB) can be
written as a polynomial of degree lp = la + lb in rP .

The expansion of Eq. (25) in Hermite Gaussians
greatly simplifies integral evaluation, enabling us to
take advantage of the Leibniz integration rule

d
dx

$
f (x, y) dy =

$
( f (x, y)

(x
dy, (29)

given that the integration limits are independent of
x. In particular, by applying the Leibniz integration
rule to the four-center integral [ab|cd] over prim-
itive solid-harmonic GTOs (note here the square-
bracketed Mulliken-like notation for primitive basis
functions), we obtain

[ab|cd] =
la+lb'

|t|=0

Eab
t

lc+ld'

|u|=0

(#1)|u|Ecd
u Rt+u(#, RP Q) (30)

with the Hermite ERIs Rt+u(#, RP Q) given by

Rt+u(#, RP Q) = (#1)|u|[t|u]

= (#1)|u| !
t+uVpq

! t
P!

u
Q

= ! t+uVpq

! t+u
P

, (31)

where Vpq is given by Eq. (6). Combining Eqs (6) and
(8), we arrive at the recurrence relations for the Her-
mite ERIs

Rn
t+" = t" Rn+1

t#" + R"
P QRn+1

t , (32)

starting from

Rn
0 = (#2#)n 2"5/2

pq
%

p + q
Fn

!
#R2

P Q

"
. (33)

The McMurchie–Davidson scheme for four-
center two-electron integrals is outlined in Figure 3.
For integrals of high angular momentum, this scheme
is dominated by the contraction of the Hermite in-
tegrals Rt+u(#, RP Q) with the coefficients Ecd

u , which
scales as O(p4l8), where p is the number of primitives
and l is the angular-momentum quantum number.

To illustrate the benefits of using Hermite GTOs
for the two- and three-center two-electron integrals,
we consider the two-center integrals [#|,] between
two primitive solid-harmonic functions Gl#m#

(r,#, P)
and Gl,m,

(r,,, Q). Expanding the GTOs in Cartesian
and Hermite Gaussians, respectively, we need to eval-
uate the intermediate integrals

[#|,]C =
l#'

|t|=0

C E#
t

l,'

|u|=0

(#1)|u|CE,
u Rt+u(#, RP Q),

(34)
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[#|,]H =
'

|t|=l#

H E#
t

'

|u|=l,

(#1)|u|H E,
u Rt+u(#, RP Q),

(35)

with HE#
t and H E,

u combining the prefactors
(2#)#l# and (2,)#l, with the respective spherical-
transformation coefficients from the Hermite to solid-
harmonic basis. In the Cartesian case, all |t| ( l# and
|u| ( l, contribute, whereas only |t| = l# and |u| = l,
are needed in the Hermite case, reducing the scal-
ing from O(l7 p2) to O(l5 p2). In the same fashion, the
cost of primitive three-center integral evaluation is re-
duced from O(l7 p3) to O(l6 p3) by the use of Hermite
Gaussians.

The Obara–Saika Scheme
In the Obara–Saika scheme for four-center two-
electron ERIs, the auxiliary integrals

[ij|kl]m = 2
"1/2

$ $

0

%
u2

# + u2

&m

) [ij| exp(#u2r12
2)|kl] du (36)

are introduced,14 where the innermost integral, over
the spatial coordinates r1 and r2, can be factorized
in the three Cartesian directions. These auxiliary
integrals contain the two special cases [ij|kl]0 and
[00|00]m, where the former is a standard ERI and the
latter a standard Boys function. From the generalized
Boys function, the following Obara–Saika recurrence
relation may be set up:

[i + ", j|kl]m = R"
P A[ij|kl]m # #

q
R"

P Q[ij|kl]m+1

+ i"

2p
[i # ", j|kl]m # i"#

2p2 [i # ", j|kl]m+1

+ j"

2p
[i, j # "|kl]m # j"#

2p2 [i, j # "|kl]m+1

+ k"

2#
[ij|k # ", l]m+1 + l"

2#
[ij|k, l # "]m+1, (37)

allowing us to generate the standard ERIs [ij|kl]0 from
[00|00]m recursively.

Although conceptually attractive, the cost of the
eight-term Obara–Saika recursion is high. As sug-
gested by Head-Gordon and Pople,15 the cost of
integral evaluation may be significantly reduced by
exploiting the recurrence relation of the Cartesian
GTOs in Eq. (20):

Gi+"(r, a, A)Gj(r, b, B) = Gi(r, a, A)Gj+"(r, b, B)

+R"
BAGi(r, a, A)Gi(r, b, B). (38)

Since this relation does not depend on the Gaus-
sian exponents, it can be applied to contracted in-
tegrals, yielding the following horizontal recurrence
relation:

(i + ", j|kl)m = (i, j + "|kl)m + R"
BA(ij|kl)m. (39)

In combination with this recursion, we may use a
simplified five-term version of the Obara–Saika re-
currence relation known as the vertical recurrence re-
lation:

[e + ", 0|f0]m = ##

q
R"

P A[e0|f0]m + R"
P Q[e0|f0]m+1

+ e"

2p
[e # ", 0|f0]m

# e"#

2p2 [e # ", 0|f0]m+1

+ f "

2#
[e0|f # ", 0]m+1. (40)

In the resulting Head-Gordon–Pople scheme, we first
generate [e0|f0] from [00|00]m by vertical recursion
followed by contraction to (e0|f0), from which the
integrals (ij|kl) are obtained by horizontal recursion.
The final integrals (ab|cd) are obtained by separate
spherical transformation steps for each Cartesian
or Hermite GTO index i, j, k, or l, according to
Eq. (17). There are many ways to make these con-
tractions. One possibility is to perform the horizontal
recursion and spherical transformations first for the
second electron and then for the first electron, gen-
erating in succession (e0|f0), (e0|kl), (e0|cd), (ij|cd),
and (ab|cd).

The Dupuis–King–Rys Scheme
The Dupuis–King–Rys (DKR) scheme for two-
electron integrals is based on Gaussian-quadrature
techniques and the use of orthonormal poly-
nomials.16#19 Unlike the McMurchie–Davidson and
Obara–Saika schemes, the DKR scheme avoids the
evaluation of the Boys function, computing instead
the roots and weights for quadrature. For a detailed
review the DKR method, see Ref 20.

In the DKR scheme, an integral is computed as a
weighted sum of the integrand, evaluated at the roots
xk of an orthonormal polynomial Pn(x) of degree n.
The integral over the polynomial Pn(x) and a weight
function w(x) is now evaluated as

$
Pn(x)w(x) dx =

n'

k

WkPn(xk), (41)

where the Wk are the weights associated with the
roots xk. In the evaluation of the two-electron
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integrals, the weight function is given by

w(t) = exp
!
# #R2

P Qt2", (42)

which we recognize as the integrand of the Boys func-
tions in Eq. (7). These weights define the set of or-
thonormal polynomials, the Rys–Gauss polynomials,
in the DRK scheme.

Given that the primitive two-electron integral
[ab|cd] is symmetric (the integral vanishes for polyno-
mials Pm of odd degree), we can express the integral
in the form

[ab|cd] =
$ 1

0
P2n(t)w(t) dt. (43)

In the auxiliary-function-based techniques, the same
integral is expressed as

[ab|cd] =
n'

k=0

Cn
k (RP Q,#)Fk

!
#R2

P Q

"
, (44)

and leading to the coefficients Cn
k (RPQ, #) of the poly-

nomial P2n(t) being evaluated and combined with the
Boys functions, either directly or indirectly via recur-
rence relations. The Rys–Gauss quadrature avoids the
explicit evaluation of these coefficients; instead, they
are indirectly and exactly assessed from the roots and
weights of the orthonormal polynomials. The roots
are derived from the Rys–Gauss polynomials and the
weights are derived in association with the Lagrange
form of interpolation polynomials (see Ref 20). From
the symmetry of the two-electron integrals, it follows
that, for a polynomial P2n(x) with n = la + lb + lc +
ld, the roots and weights of the Rys–Gauss polyno-
mial of degree nRys = .(n + 2)/2/ are sufficient for an
exact representation. The major difference from the
auxiliary-function schemes is that the recurrence re-
lations are different, being dictated by the properties
of the integrand rather than the integral.

Following Lindh et al.,19 we calculate six-
dimensional two-electron primitive integrals as a sum
over products of two-dimensional integrands Ie), f)

)

according to

[e0|f0] = 2
0#

"

11/2
!ab!cd

%
"2

pq

&3/2

)
nRys'

k=1

W(tk)I e f (45)

with I e f = Iex, fx
x Iey, fy

y Iez, fz
z , evaluated at the roots tk

of the Rys–Gauss polynomial QnRys (#R2
P Q) using the

recurrence relations

I e+), f =
%

R"
P A + #t2

p
R"

QP

&
Ief

+ e"

2p

%
1 # #t2

p

&
Ie#",f + f"#t2

2pq
Ie,f#" (46)

beginning with I00 = 1. The recurrence relations
given here are for Cartesian GTOs; similar relations
hold for Hermite GTOs. Following contraction of the
integrals in Eq. (45), the horizontal recurrence rela-
tion in Eq. (39) is used to produce the final integrals
in the Cartesian basis, subsequently transformed to
the real solid-harmonic basis.

APPROXIMATE INTEGRAL SCHEMES
The integration schemes discussed so far are exact
(to within the numerical errors in the Boys func-
tions and in the Rys–Gauss roots of weights) and
efficient. However, even with the most efficient molec-
ular integral codes, such an exact integral evaluation
would be the computational bottleneck in nearly all
molecular studies. To speed up integral evaluation,
efficient screening and approximation methods have
been developed, to which we now turn our atten-
tion. We begin by considering techniques for integral
screening in section Integral Screening and then dis-
cuss multipole-moment methods in section Multipole-
Moment Methods. In section Density Fitting, we
review density-fitting methods and conclude with
discussion of Cholesky decomposition methods in
section Cholesky Decomposition.

Integral Screening
For large molecular systems, most integrals are negli-
gible and can be omitted from the calculation by ef-
ficient integral screening techniques without affecting
the overall result. Such screening techniques should
exploit two separate effects—first, that the prod-
uct between two (or more) basis functions decreases
rapidly with increasing separation between the func-
tions; second, that the interaction between the elec-
trons decreases with increasing separation between
the electrons.

For ERIs, the first effect is by far most im-
portant, given that the Coulomb operator decays
only as 1/r12, whereas *ab decreases as a Gaussian
exp (#µR2

AB) according to the Gaussian product rule
of Eq. (1). The removal of small products *ab can be
achieved by the technique proposed by Häser and
Ahlrichs,21 which relies on the application of the
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Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:

|( f |g)| (
2

( f | f )
2

(g|g). (47)

By precalculating integrals of the type Gab =2
(ab|ab), we may in this manner generate an inexpen-

sive upper bound to all two-electron integrals. When
applied to four-center two-electron integrals over N
basis functions with a given tolerance - , the scaling
is reduced from O(N4) to O(N2) by removal of all
integrals (ab|cd) for which GabGcd < - .

The Cauchy–Schwarz screening does not ac-
count for the 1/RPQ (or faster) decay between centers
of two (nonoverlapping) charge distributions f (r1)
and g(r2). This distance decay can be screened for
by using the multipole-based integral estimate of
Lambrecht and Ochsenfeld.22 Such screening be-
comes important when dealing with electron corre-
lation or orbitals of high angular momentum because
the interactions then decay asymptotically as R#k

P Q for
some positive integer k, for instance, two-center ERIs
over f orbitals decay as R#7

P Q.

Multipole-Moment Methods
The interaction between well-separated charge dis-
tributions can be accurately represented by the cor-
responding multipole-moment interactions from the
expression

(ab|cd) =
lmax'

l,l '=0

m=l'

m=#l

m'=l ''

m'=#l '
qab

lm(P)

) Tlm,l 'm'(RQP )qcd
l 'm'(Q) (48)

for sufficiently large lmax. The (complex) solid har-
monic multipole moments qlm(P) are given as the inte-
grals over the product between *ab(r) and the regular
solid harmonics Rlm(rP ) with centers P according to

qlm(P) =
$

*ab(r)Rlm(rP )dr, (49)

where the zero-, first-, second-, and higher-order
terms are the charge, dipole, quadrupole, and higher-
order moments. The regular solid harmonics Rlm(rP )
are scaled versions of the complex solid harmonics
Clm(r), related to the real solid harmonics Slm(r) by a
linear combination (of +m and #m pairs). The inter-
action matrix Tlm,l 'm' is given in terms of the irregular
solid harmonics, again related to the regular solid har-
monics (see Ref 2 for details).

The expansion of Eq. (48) gives no computa-
tional gain when applied individually to each integral,
even when the multipole moments can be calculated
for each electron before evaluating the integrals. In

fact, when applicable, the expression in Eq. (48) is
typically slower than standard techniques because of
the large lmax values (10–20) needed for convergence.
The advantage of the multipole expansion arises when
the multipole moments of several charge distributions
are combined into one multipole moment with a sin-
gle (shared) center, as can be accomplished by transla-
tion of the various multipole moments. Decomposing
the two-electron Coulomb contribution to the Fock or
Kohn–Sham matrix into a classical part (to be treated
by multipole expansion) and a nonclassical part (to
be treated by explicit integration), we obtain

Jab =
'

cd

(ab|cd)Dcd = J cls
ab + J non

ab ,

J cls
ab =

lmax'

l,l '=0

m=l'

m=#l

m'=l ''

m'=#l '
qab

lm(P)
'

Q

Tlm,l 'm'(RQP )qQ
l 'm' ,

qQ
l 'm' =

'

cd0Q

qcd
l 'm'(Q)Dcd, (50)

where the notation cd 0 Q indicates pairs cd shar-
ing the same expansion center Q. The nonclassical
part J non

ab is treated by regular integral evaluation
methods, leading to linear scaling by screening. The
classical part J cls

ab may be evaluated by treating mul-
tipole moments of larger and larger charge distribu-
tions at increasing distances, reducing the complexity
to O(N log N).

Linear complexity O(N) of the classical contri-
bution in Eq. (50) may be achieved by the fast mul-
tipole method (FMM) of Greengard and Rokhlin,23

originally designed for gravitational interactions in
astrophysics. In the FMM, all particles are contained
in a parent box, which is recursively bisected in each
Cartesian direction into smaller and smaller children
boxes of a family tree. The interactions between the
particles are then calculated from the lowest level
up, introducing interactions over larger and larger
separations until all have been accounted for. For
the Coulomb systems encountered in quantum chem-
istry, the FMM was generalized by White and Head-
Gordon24 to treat interactions between continuous,
overlapping charge distributions. In their continuous
fast-multipole method (CFMM), the extent (effective
size) of each charge distribution is determined. Distri-
butions of similar extent are classified into branches
of the family tree, based on the number of boxes that
must separate two distributions for the interaction to
be treated classically.

In the method described above, each Coulomb
contribution (ab|cd)Dcd is treated either fully clas-
sically (by the CFMM) or fully nonclassically (by
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explicit integration). Alternatively, each contribu-
tion (ab|cd)Dcd may be decomposed into a classical
(point-charge) part and a nonclassical (finite-size)
part, treating all classical parts by the traditional
FMM and all nonclassical parts by explicit integra-
tion, as advocated in Ref 25.

Density Fitting
In the density-fitting approximation, the four-center
two-electron integrals (ab|cd) are approximated in
terms of two- and three-center integrals. In this way,
significant computational speedups are obtained, typ-
ically by one to two orders of magnitude.

Following Dunlap,26 a robust fit B(ab|cd) to
(ab|cd) is obtained according to

B(ab|cd) = (ab|ecd) + (eab|.cd), (51)

where |eab) and |ecd) are fitted approximations to |ab)
and |cd), respectively, and with |.cd) = |cd) # |ecd).
The approximation is robust in the sense that the
error in the fitted integral is bilinear in the errors in
the fitted densities:

(.ab|.cd) = (ab|cd) # B(ab|cd), (52)

with |.ab) = |ab) # |eab). In Eq. (51), (eab|.cd) pro-
vides a first-order correction to (ab|ecd), making the
approximation robust; without this Dunlap correc-
tion, the error in the fitted integral would be linear in
|.cd).

There are several ways to obtain the fitted dis-
tributions |eab) and |ecd). If these distributions are ex-
panded in atom-centered auxiliary basis functions,
only two- and three-center integrals need to be eval-
uated. Usually, both distributions are expanded in
the full set of atom-centered auxiliary basis functions
# 0 M, with M denoting all atoms in the molecule,
according to

|ab) 1 |eab) =
'

#0M
cab
# |#),

|cd) 1 |ecd) =
'

#0M
ccd
# |#). (53)

The fitting coefficients cab
# and ccd

# are obtained by
minimizing the residual Coulomb-repulsion interac-
tions (.ab|.cd) of Eq. (52) with respect to these
coefficients, yielding the following set of linear equa-
tions:

(#|eab) =
'

,0M
(#|,)cab

, = (#|ab),

(#|ecd) =
'

,0M
(#|,)ccd

, = (#|cd). (54)

In this manner, the last term of Eq. (51) vanishes
according to Eq. (54), giving the following RI ap-
proximation (in a nonorthogonal basis) to the fitted
integrals:

B(ab|cd) =
'

#,

(ab|#)(#|,)#1(,|cd). (55)

Furthermore, substitution of the four-center two-
electron integrals (ab|cd) by B(ab|cd) in any energy
expression E[(ab|cd)] yields a stable quantity:

(E[B(ab|cd)]
(cab

#

= (E[B(ab|cd)]

(B(ab|cd)

(B(ab|cd)
(cab

#

= 0, (56)

as from Eq. (54) it follows that

(B(ab|cd)
(cab

#

= 0. (57)

This result is important for response theory since
E[B(ab|cd)] then follows the 2n + 1 rule, according to
which the response to order n determines the energy
to order 2n + 1. For improved efficiency of integral
fitting, the Poisson approach of Manby and Knowles
may be used.27

Cholesky Decomposition
The Cholesky decomposition (CD) method has re-
cently been introduced as an alternative to conven-
tional integral fitting. As pointed out in Ref 28,
Cholesky decomposition of the two-electron inte-
gral supermatrix29 corresponds to integral fitting in
a particular auxiliary basis, the Cholesky basis. Re-
lying on a single error-control threshold - , the CD
method may be used to set up a hierarchy of approx-
imations connecting conventional integral treatments
with integral-fitting techniques.

Applied to the two-electron integral superma-
trix, the CD method is nothing but a truncated Gram–
Schmidt (GS) orthonormalization procedure, con-
trolled by - . This is the source of the rank reduction,
which is the key to the efficiency of the method. We
begin by defining the two-electron supermatrix as

(ab|cd) = (I|J ), (58)

where the bra and ket indices ab and cd have been
compounded together into the superindices I and J,
respectively, representing elements of the parent prod-
uct basis. The auxiliary basis generated by the decom-
position are denoted a GS or CD basis, depending the
details of the procedure.
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In the GS procedure, the lower-triangular trans-
formation matrix between the parent basis set and the
GS auxiliary basis set is expressed for the diagonal

(ab|#) =

3

4(ab|ab) #
'

,<#

(ab|,)2

5

6
1/2

(59)

and off-diagonal elements as

(cd|#) =
(ab|cd) #

7
,<#(ab|,)(,|cd)

(ab|#)
, (60)

respectively. If the GS procedure is applied to the full
set of parent basis functions, then the GS basis spans
the same space as the parent basis and no approxima-
tions are introduced. In the GS basis, any matrix in
the parent basis can be expressed as

(ab|cd) =
'

#

(ab|#)(#|cd). (61)

In practice, however, this expression is not used di-
rectly. Instead, for optimal cost reduction, the index
# is used to reorder summations of the equations for
energies, Fock and Kohn–Sham matrix contributions,
molecular gradients, and so on.

The CD method differs from the GS method in
imposing a particular order on the processing of the
parent basis, thereby generating a unique auxiliary
basis (in the absence of degeneracies) that is truncated
in a controlled fashion for rank reduction. The order
is defined by forming an error vector that represents
the difference between diagonal elements expressed
exactly and approximately, in the auxiliary basis:

Dab(#) = (ab|ab) #
'

#

(ab|#)2, (62)

where # is the index of the currently last included
parent basis function, corresponding to the pair cd.
Note that, for ab ( cd, Dab(#) = 0. The order is de-
fined as the #th GS function is the one for which the
element of D(# # 1) has the largest value. This or-
dered set of GS basis functions defines the Cholesky
auxiliary basis set. For the parent basis functions in-
cluded so far in the GS procedure, this error is zero
and the representation is exact; for the remaining
parent functions, there is a residual error which is
an upper bound by max (D(#)) = - (#). Consider-
ing the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it is found that
- (#) also is the upper bound of error of any inte-
gral approximated with the CD auxiliary basis set.
This provides for a single-parameter control of when
to terminate the generation of the CD auxiliary ba-
sis, given a desired accuracy of the integrals in the
parent basis sets which the auxiliary basis set is to

reproduce. Typically, the size of a CD auxiliary basis,
given a standard error of 10#4, is 3n – 5n, whereas
the size of the parent basis set is n2, where n is the size
of the original orbital basis set. To conclude, note
that, in the complete GS/CD procedure, the whole
super matrix in the parent basis would be needed,
whereas a much smaller subset is needed in the trun-
cated CD approach. In this respect, the truncated CD
procedure is the optimal integral prescreening based
on the integral values only.

EXPLICITLY CORRELATED METHODS
Many-electron wave functions expanded in Slater de-
terminants exhibit a slow convergence of the energy
with respect to the number of orbitals in the basis set.
In explicitly correlated methods, this slow basis-set
convergence is overcome by introducing an explicit
dependence on the interelectronic distances rij into
the wave function. These methods have a long history,
beginning already with the work of Hylleraas in the
1920s, whose method was not immediately success-
ful for general many-electron systems because of the
presence of many-electron integrals. In the transcor-
related method of Boys30 and the weak orthogonality
functional of Szalewicz et al.,31#33 the need to com-
pute integrals involving more than three electrons is
avoided.

The development of explicitly correlated meth-
ods into general many-electron methods applicable
to large molecules goes back to the work of Kutzel-
nigg in 1985,34 who proposed to modify orbital pair
correlation functions by including also functions of
the form (properly symmetrized) Q̂12 r12 &i (r1)& j (r2)
where &i (r1) and & j (r2) are occupied spin orbitals and
the projector Q̂12 ensures orthogonality to the tra-
ditional spin-orbital products. Importantly, all inte-
grals involving more than two electrons (generated
by the projection operator) are avoided by the RI
techniques, thereby making the R12 method prac-
tical for many-electron systems.35 The R12 ansatz
has been extensively used for small molecules but
exhibits the wrong long-range behavior. Recently,
the more general F12 ansatz Q̂12 f12 &i (r1)& j (r2)
has become popular. In this ansatz, the pair func-
tion depends in a more general manner on the
interelectronic distance as in the damped forms
f12 = r12e#/ r12 and f12 = r12erfc(/ r12) and in the
Slater-type geminals f12 = e#/ r12 introduced into
F12 theory by Ten-no,36 sometimes expanded in
(typically, five or six) Gaussians geminals e#$r2

12 .
For recent reviews of explicitly correlated methods,
see Refs 37 and 38.
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TABLE 1 One-Electron nth-Order Auxiliary Integrals Appearing in R12 Theory when Using
Gaussian-Type Geminals g12 = exp (#$r 2

12) and g'
12 = exp (#$'r 2

12)

Operator One-Electron auxiliary integral

r #1
12 F n (#R 2

P Q )

g12
#

2"

0
"

#+$

13/2
exp

0
# #$

#+$ R 2
P Q

1

g12r #1
12

#
#+$ exp

0
# #$

#+$ R 2
P Q

1 7
m

!n
m
" 0

$
#+$

1n#m 0
#

#+$

1m
F n

0
#

#+$ #R 2
P Q

1

[[T̂12, g12], g'
12] #

%
"$$'

(#+$$')5/2

0
3$$'

#+$$' + #$$'

(#+$$')2 # n $$'

#+$$'

1
exp

0
# #$$'

#+$$' R 2
P Q

1

A thorough discussion of integration techniques
in F12 theory is beyond the scope of this review.
Instead, we restrict our discussion to integrals involv-
ing Gaussian geminals and where the RI approxima-
tion have been taken. To give an example of the RI
approximation, let us consider how this approxima-
tion is taken for one of the three-electron integrals
appearing in F12 theory:

+
ikm

88r#1
13 f23

88 jlm
,
=

$$$
'i (r1)' j (r1)r#1

13 'm(r3)2

) f23'k(r2)'l(r2)dr1dr2dr3. (63)

By introducing the RI-like expansion P' =
7

|p'+*p'|
for the third electron, we arrive at
+
ikm

88r#1
13 f23

88 jlm
,
1

+
ikm

88r#1
13 P ' f23

88 jlm
,

=
'

p'

(i j |p'm)(p'm| f12|kl), (64)

involving only the regular two-electron ERIs
(ij|p'm) and the Gaussian-geminals overlap integrals
(p'm|f12|kl). The Gaussian-geminal overlap integrals
can be evaluated straightforwardly using the stan-
dard integral evaluation schemes, by a simple re-
placement of the nth-order Boys function Fn(x). Such
replacements are possible for the other two-electron
operators39 (see Table 1), except for integrals over
the commutator [T̂12, f12], which is more involved
and can be written in terms of expressions involv-
ing derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinate.
Simplification using the RI approximation is also
possible for this term.40

PROPERTY INTEGRALS
To determine various chemical properties, we need to
calculate property integrals and, in particular, differ-
entiated integrals. We here restrict ourselves to dif-
ferentiation with respect to nuclear coordinates and
external magnetic fields.

Geometrical Derivatives
For chemistry, the most important molecular proper-
ties are those involving geometrical derivatives. Geo-
metrical derivatives are needed for the determination
of equilibrium structures and transition states, for tra-
jectories in molecular dynamics studies, for the de-
termination of harmonic and anharmonic vibrational
frequencies, for relativistic calculations, and so on.
The calculation of geometrical derivatives of molecu-
lar integrals is therefore an important task.

By expanding the real solid-harmonic Gaus-
sians in Hermite rather than Cartesian Gaussians
according to Eq. (17), the calculation of differenti-
ated integrals becomes equivalent to the calculation
of scaled undifferentiated integrals with incremented
quantum numbers.4 In particular, from the relation
!"

A Hi = 2aHi+" in Eq. (20), we obtain for the two-
electron integrals:

! IJKL[ij|kl]

! I
A!

J
B!K

C!L
D

= (2a)|I|(2b)|J|(2c)|K|(2c)|L|

) [i + I, j + J|k + K, l + L]. (65)

Similar relations hold for the one-electron Hamilto-
nian and overlap integrals.

Magnetic Derivatives
When studying molecules in the presence of a mag-
netic field, we typically Taylor expand the energy in
terms of the energy derivatives with respect to the
magnetic field. The magnetic properties (for finite field
strengths) can in this way be expressed in terms of the
energy derivatives of different orders (at zero field
strength).

One well-known problem affecting the conver-
gence of finite-basis ab initio calculations of mag-
netic properties is the gauge-origin dependence of
the results and the associated slow basis-set conver-
gence of the calculated properties. The most efficient
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technique for solving this problem is to use London
orbitals.41#43

The external magnetic field is represented by a
vector potential

# = #ih̄! + eA(r), A(r) = 1
2

B ) (r # O) ,

B(r) = ! ) A(r),

and because the position of the gauge origin O is
not unique, approximate calculations may suffer from
spurious gauge-origin dependence. Gauge-origin in-
variance may be enforced by using London atomic
orbitals:

$lm = exp[iAK(O) · r]'lm(rK).

Standard atomic orbitals equipped with a complex
phase factor, so-called London orbitals, exhibit the
correct behavior to first order with respect to changes
in the external magnetic field.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have in this brief review described the status
of contemporary metods in evaluating integrals over
GTOs used in nonrelativistic molecular ab initio the-
ory. Since their introduction by Boys in the 1950s,
the GTOs have proved to be highly flexible ba-
sis functions, easily adapted to new computational
situations and requirements, being used in highly
accurate explicitly correlated calculations on small
molecules and in Kohn–Sham calculations on very
large molecules using FMM and density-fitting tech-
niques, for the calculation of molecular properties as
well as energies. Over the last 60 years, GTO in-
tegration techniques have been continuously refined
and improved. It is a safe prediction that this devel-
opment will continue in the future, further refining
the integration techniques described in the present
review.
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